
The ShowerBuddy SB1 shower transfer system will turn your existing 
bathroom into an accessible bathroom that allows you to enjoy 
showering again without the excessive cost, delay and stress of a full 
bathroom remodel. 

The ShowerBuddy SB1 alleviates heavy lifting and multiple transfers 
for toileting and showering. This chair is separated into three 
sections; rolling base (shower chair), bridge and shower base. The 
rolling base rolls around the house like a wheelchair allowing patient 
to easily transfer and then roll right over a toilet (certain toilets).                       

ShowerBuddy SB1

Once completed with toileting, the rolling base can connect to the 
bridge and then onto the shower base allowing the chair to slide into 
the shower. Once inside the shower, the bridge disconnects and the 
shower base turns allowing the user to face the shower controls.
 
The Showerbuddy system is made of aluminum which will not rust or 
corrode when in contact with water. Height adjustability on rolling base 
and shower base- allowing for use in a variety of shower stall sizes. 
Rolls over some toilets- allowing for “no mess” alternative to commode 
usage. Custom bridge sizes are available- allowing for use in a variety 
of bathroom sizes.

SHOWERBUDDY SB1
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FOR THE SHOWER
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TUBBUDDY SB2

The TubBuddy SB2 transfer system will turn your existing bath tub 
into an accessible bathroom that allows you to enjoy showering again 
without the excessive cost, delay and stress of a full bathroom remodel.
The TubBuddy SB2 alleviates heavy lifting and multiple transfers for 
toileting and showering. This chair is separated into three sections; 
rolling base (shower chair), bridge and tub base. The rolling base rolls 
around the house like a wheelchair allowing patient to easily transfer 
and then roll right over most toilets. Once completed with toileting, the 
rolling base connects to a bridge and then onto the tub base allowing 
the chair to slide over the tub. Once over the tub, the bridge disconnects 
allowing the curtain to close.

Tubbuddy SB2

• The TubBuddy SB2 system is made of aluminum which will not rust 
when in contact with water.

• Height adjustability on rolling base and tub base- allowing for use in 
a variety of tubs.

• Rolls over some toilets- allowing for “no mess” alternative to 
commode usage. 

• Custom bridge sizes are available- allowing for use in a variety of 
bathroom sizes.

TUBBUDDY SB2
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SHOWERBUDDY SB2T

The TubBuddy with Tilt SB2T transfer system will turn your existing 
bath tub into an accessible bathroom that allows you to enjoy 
showering again without the excessive cost, delay and stress of a full 
bathroom remodel.

The TubBuddy with Tilt SB2T alleviates heavy lifting and multiple 
transfers for toileting and showering. This chair is separated into three 
sections; rolling base (shower chair), bridge and tub base. The rolling 
base rolls around the house like a wheelchair allowing patient to easily 
transfer and then roll right over most toilets. Once completed with 
toileting, the rolling base connects to a bridge and then onto the tub 
base allowing the chair to slide in a tilt position over the tub. Once over 
the tub, the bridge disconnects allowing the curtain to close .

ShowerBuddy SB2T

• The TubBuddy with Tilt SB2T allows the chair to tilt while 
transferring over the tub preventing the caregiver lifting the patients 
legs over the tub.

• The system is made of aluminum which will not rust when in contact 
with water.

• Height adjustability on rolling base and tub base- allowing for use in 
a variety of tubs.

• Rolls over some toilets- allowing for “no mess” alternative to 
commode usage. 

• Custom bridge sizes are available- allowing for use in a variety of 
bathroom sizes.
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SHOWERBUDDY SB6W

ShowerBuddy SB6W
The Showerbuddy SB6W is our only self propelled shower chair.  It 
features the same aesthetics as the original line of Showerbuddy 
products at a fraction if the cost.  Showerbuddy SB6W comes with 
large self propelled wheels, a standard front opening cushion, swing 
away and removable footrest, flip back and removable armrest. An 
optional left, right and full round cushions along with a solid backrest 
is available as an add-on. The Showerbuddy SB6W is height adjustable 
and comes with a removable commode bucket so you can roll it from 
bedside to over the toilet.
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SHOWERBUDDY SB6C

ShowerBuddy SB6C
The Showerbuddy SB6C features the same aesthetics as the original 
line of Showerbuddy products at a fraction if the cost.  Showerbuddy 
SB6C comes with a standard front opening cushion, swing away and 
removable footrest, flip back and removable armrest.  An optional left, 
right and full round cushions along with a solid backrest is available as 
an add-on. The SB6’s is height adjustable and comes with a removable 
commode bucket so you can roll it from bedside to over the toilet.
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Share It Forward: Please Help 
Others Discover Accessibility
How hard was it for you to find Accessible Systems and your accessible 
home options?  Most of our customers have a very difficult time finding 
accessible solutions for their home.  

• Will you help your friends and family discover accessible options for 
their home?  

• Will you share it forward to the people you know so they learn about 
their options to remain in the home they love?  

• Will you share it forward by showing your home to your friends/
visitors and in social media?

You will help others maintain their independence and freedom, prevent 
falls and injuries, and plan ahead to enjoy their home forever.  Please give 
away this catalog or go to www.shareitforward.info to order a FREE catalog 
and help someone else.

Free Home Evaluation and Design Consultation

Visit: www.shareitforward.info

Invite us to your home and receive a free evaluation and guide to making your home accessible. Our team is certified 
and experienced with many options to show you. We will evaluate your entrances, living areas, bathrooms, bedrooms, 
and levels in your home and provide a customized plan that includes a hassle free pricing.  Call us at 888-276-4436

Denver, Colorado – 
Showhome
3025 West Jefferson Ave.
Englewood, CO 80110
Phone: 303.693.7787

Northern CO & WY
2725 11th Street Rd.
Greeley, CO 80634
Phone: 970.475.1880

Colorado Springs, CO
1880 Office Club Pointe
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
Phone: 719.387.0675

Utah
669 N 1000 W, 
Centerville, UT 84014
Phone: (801) 721-1614

Dallas, TX
2131 N. Collins St
Suite 433–628
Arlington, TX 76011
Phone: 972.408.3335

Website: www.accessiblemed.com  |  (888) 276-4436
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